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Abstract—The origin of the random telegraph signal (RTS)
observed in semiconductors-based electronic devices is still subject to debates. In this work, by means of atomistic simulations,
typical clusters of defects as could be obtained after irradiation
or implantation are studied as a possible cause for RTS. It is
shown that:
(i) a cluster of defects is highly metastable,
(ii) it introduces several electronic states in the band gap,
(iii) it has an electronic cross section much higher than the one
of point defects.
These three points can simultaneously explain why an electronhole generation rate can switch with time, while respecting the
experimental measurement.
Index Terms—Dark current, random telegraph signal, defects,
electronic states, cross sections.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, most of the imagers are composed by a large volume of semiconductor that collects photo-generated carriers. It
is surrounded by SiO2 oxide and both materials exhibit defects
in their structure. This paper is focused on bulk crystalline
defects that are known to play a dominant role in imagers’ dark
current. In fact, their presence in the crystal induces additional
electronic states that can be located in the band gap, giving rise
to the well known non-radiative multiphonon Shockley-ReadHall generation rate (SRH [1]–[3]). This parasitic electron-hole
generation can be detrimental to the performances of most
of microelectronic Silicon-based devices. In image sensors,
this noise is called ”dark current” (DC) since it occurs even
in the dark, when no light excites the electrons. As known,
this thermally activated current can be either constant or can
switch between two or more values [4]. This later is referred
as random telegraph signal (DC-RTS), because the switches
between several identical DC values occur in an unpredictable
way. A RTS is characterized by its difference of amplitudes
between two values ∆DC = DC1 − DC2 (elec./s) and by the
ratio of lifetime spent in each DC value rT = T1 /T2 .
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While it is clearly stated that DC-RTS are due to the presence of defects, there is no consensus on the basic mechanisms
that produce them. Several hypotheses have been proposed
in the literature, such as the change of the generation center
charge state [5]–[7], the change of a modulator charge state
near a generation center [8], [9], or the change of the atomic
structure of simple defects such as the P-V [10]–[13] and
the O-V [14], [15] centers. However, it has been shown [16]
that none of these hypotheses can explain simultaneously the
experimental observations listed above:
-Observation a [17]: The characteristic lifetime of RTS amplitudes spans from microseconds to months, even years, and
depends on the duration of the observation and of the time
step during which the electrons are collected.
-Observation b [4]: RTSs can have more than two amplitudes.
Up to ten have been measured with the certainty that they do
not originate from separate defects.
-Observation c [18]: For simple dark currents that do not oscillate, all activation energies above the mid-gap are observed.
However, the activation energies of RTS are mainly at midgap. Some of them are slightly higher than mid-gap but this
number is negligible.
-Observation d [19]: The variations of the RTS amplitudes
between two levels are more than thousands of electrons per
second. This is greater by two orders of magnitude than the
generation rate calculated for the worth known point defect
(the PV center) with the SRH theory [20]:
σvth n
DC ∼
(1)
E −E
2cosh( tkB Tmg )
where vth is the electron thermal velocity, n is the carrier
concentration, Et and Emg are respectively the trap and midgap energy levels. For the PV center, Et is 0.09 eV above
the mid-gap and σ = 7 × 10−15 cm2 [21], giving about
20 electrons per second at 300 K.
-Observation e [22]: The presence of RTS is not affected by
the type of dopants, nor by their concentration. This permits

II. M ETHODOLOGY
The generation of a realistic agglomeration of interstitial
silicon atoms is the key to simulate a relevant dark current.
To the best of our knowledge, extended clusters of defects
have only been studied with empirical methods, but never in
a rigorous atomistic simulation. In this work, the multiscale
strategy shown in [26], [27] is improved and completed to
finally determine the electron-hole generation rate of a given
cluster.
First, 14 interstitial atoms (14-I) have been randomly placed
in a box of 512 crystalline silicon atoms governed by a Tersoff
interatomic potential. 14 appears to be one of the most relevant
intermediate number between the 4-I structure [28] (and its
multiples 8-I, 12-I [29]) that is too stable to change its atomic
structure at ambient temperature, and the apparition of the rodlike structures [30] that required a huge number of interstitial
atoms. Other cluster sizes could also be used without changing
the conclusions. Second, a molecular dynamics simulation at
900 K is performed during 1 ps to make them diffuse and
agglomerate with LAMMPS [31]. Third, the kinetic activation
relaxation technique [32] is used to simulate their aging and
to ensure a stable configuration. Within this step, two 4I structures appear in the final cluster. Fourth, the system
is relaxed and metastable atomic configurations are obtained
using the ARTn-DFT coupling [33], allowing to access for the
first time to the details of the geometry of this large defect at

the ab initio level. Fifth, the thermally activated electron-hole
generation rate produced by the defect is calculated within
the multiphonon approach [1]. According to this approach,
the transition from the initial valence/conduction bands to
the final localized defect state becomes possible when the
H Hamiltonian of the system is sufficiently modified by a
phonon-induced change in atomic positions. This transition
rate Γi→f has been calculated using the Fermi golden rule
within the static coupling [34]: Γi→f ∼
∂H
|φf i hχim |∆Q|χf n i |2 (Eiel − Efel + Eii − Efi ) (2)
| hφi |
∂Q
{z
}|
{z
}
|
elec overlap

ionic overlap

where Q is the direction of the atomic displacement induced
by the electronic excitation, φ (χ) and E el (E i ) are respectively the electronic (ionic) eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
electronic Hamiltonian H el (H ion ) corresponding to the initial
(i) and final (f ) states. In practice, H el and H ion form an
uncoupled system after the static and adiabatic approximations
on the full Hamiltonian. E el is calculated as the DFT energy
of the H el , whereas E ion = n~ω, where ω is the phonon
frequency and n (m) the excitation state of the quantum
harmonic oscillator. This transition rate is the key value to
determine the electronic cross sections used in the SRH theory
[2], [3].
III. R ESULTS
Metastability: From the ground state configuration of the
14-I cluster, we have identified a large number of metastable
states. Thus, the global atomic configuration changes in time,
respecting the Boltzmann weight of each configuration and the
corresponding kinetic barriers [35]. The energy barriers that
have been found range from 0.6 eV to over 2 eV (Fig. 1).
This wide range implies that for any temperature or time of
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to reduce the search for potential candidates at the origin of
RTS to defects composed of pure silicon.
-Observation f [23]: The RTS time constants and their amplitude differences are not affected by the variation of the
electric field as long as the field is small enough to avoid
the tunneling effect [24]. This eliminates from the remaining
candidates the previous assumptions as well as the defects for
which the electric field changes the electronic levels, such as
the rotation of a defect parallel or orthogonal to the field.
-Observation g [25]: After a long time, most of the rT ratios
between two time constants are lower than 100. This implies
that the energy barriers and the inverse energy barriers required
to switch from one RTS level to the other are quite symmetric
with a difference of less than 0.1 eV at 300 K.
Another hypothesis [16] is that some defects may change
their atomic structure with time, resulting in a change in their
electronic level in the band gap, and then in their electrons
and holes generation rate. Although this hypothesis cannot
be disproved by any of the above observations, no defect
has been found that resolves them all simultaneously. We
follow this latter hypothesis and discuss the possibility that
bulk defect clusters are the perfect candidate for the origin of
the RTS observed in typical image sensors. We study with
first-principles calculations the metastability and electronic
activity of a typical cluster composed by many interstitial
atoms, as could be obtained after implantation processes. The
same trends are expected in amorphous pockets, as could
be obtained after irradiation, or in any other cluster that is
sufficiently large and stable.
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Fig. 1: Energy landscape of cluster 14-I and corresponding
switch transition times (Lifetime) as a function of the energy
barrier at 300 K and 500 K. Each point represents a metastable
structure. The most stable configuration is taken as a reference
(black square at the origin).

measurement, a change of atomic configuration is possible.
Each of them has its own energy levels in the band gap and
generates its own dark current amplitude, different from the
others, leading to a possible DC-RTS signal. The large number
of metastable states and energy barriers is consistent with the
observations a and b listed in the introduction.
Electronic states: Cluster 14-I introduces a large number
of electronic states into the band gap (Fig. 2). When many
states are present in the band gap, the SRH generation rate
is dominated by the transition for which the electronic trap
energy is the closest to the mid gap, as it is the one for
which the term Et − Emg in the exponential of Eq. 1 is
the smallest. The presence of so many traps in the band
gap increases the probability that one of them is located as
close as possible to the mid-gap and thus reduce |Et − Emg |.
From the multiple simulations performed, we observed that the
larger the cluster, the more electronic states it contains. Thus,
large defect clusters have electronic activation energies that
are almost mid-gap. Combined with their high metastability,
and in contrast with point defects which are more stable and
with a lower probability to have midgap activation energies,
this is consistent with observation c.
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Fig. 2: Si band gap and the localised defect states (red)
induced by the cluster 14-I (using DFT-HSE). Arrows indicate
the closest to mid-gap transition.
Cross sections: The difference between the Γi→f generation rate of a point defect and that of a defect cluster is
due to the small and extended ∆Q displacement induced by
electronic excitation (Fig. 3a) and the large spatial extension of
the localized electronic wavefunctions of the defects (Fig. 3b).

For example, in a divacancy (not shown), the variation of
atomic positions induced by the addition of a charge is about
0.3 Å and is distributed over only two atoms. It decreases
to 0.01 Å in our 14-I cluster and is distributed over all
atoms in the cluster. Similarly, the electronic wave functions
of divacancy are localized around two atoms, whereas they are
extended in the case of a cluster.
These have three main impacts on Eq. 2. First, due to
the small ∆Q, only a small number of phonons are needed
to obtain such an amplitude (i.e the Huang-Rhys factor is
small and lower than one), which means that the effective
cross section does not depend on the temperature. Second,
increasing the spatial extension of the localized electronic
wave functions increases their overlap with the delocalized
bulk states of the silicon material hφi | ∂H
∂Q |φf i. Third, the very
small atomic displacement required for the transition increases
the slope of this derivative. With regards to the ionic overlap
hχim |∆Q|χf n i, it has only a minor impact on Eq. 2.
In comparison to the divacancy, we estimated that the
highest electronic overlap shown in Fig. 4 increases by about
two orders of magnitude. Combined with the square in the
Fermi’s golden rule, this implies that the cross section is about
four orders of magnitude higher for clusters than for point
defects, which is consistent with observation d.
Electronic overlaps calculation: The stable atomic positions and their corresponding energy have been calculated in
their neutral state and in the excited state with one electron
removed. All intermediate energies between these two configurations were then calculated in each charge state to form
the two red parabolas of Fig. 4. For each Q position, the
dot product between the perturbed electronic wave function
of the last occupied defect state φf (Q) and each initial
valence state φi (0) was then calculated. Each slope represents
the contribution of the corresponding valence state in the
electronic part of Eq. 2 using the relation: hφi | ∂H
∂Q |φf i =
∂hφ |φ i

i
f
. The dot product is zero at Q=O representing
(f −i ) ∂Q
the unperturbed Hamiltonian. When compared to the same
calculation performed on the divacancy (not shown), this term
is about two order of magnitude higher.

IV. D ISCUSSION

(a) Displacement ∆Q

(b) Elec. wavefunction φi

Fig. 3: The 512 atoms of crystalline Si + cluster 14-I supercell.
(a) Red arrows indicate the total displacement ∆Q vector
(×40). (b) Yellow surface is the 50% isovalue of the highest
occupied electronic wave function.

Rationale for extended wave functions: The large spatial
extension is due to the proximity of the energies of the
electronic states, which causes the wave functions of the
different defects to mix by forbidden crossing and thus to form
a linear combination of the separate ’pure’ defects. Therefore,
by comparison with point defects for which the addition or
removal of an electron radically modify one single bond,
several bonds are slightly modify in a cluster, thus decreasing
the displacement ∆Q needed to make the transition.
Large variations of generation rate: The electronic trap
the closest to the middle of the mid-gap, i.e. the one producing
the higher DC and noted here Etmg (as mid-gap) is the most
detrimental one for the component. The change in atomic position between metastable configurations can occur anywhere
in the defect group. Moreover, each defect is responsible for
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large to be observable.
Among the other possible symmetric energy barriers, any
rotation of single defects must also be taken into account if
they are close enough to the cluster to induce a change in
Etmg . The symmetry of the rotation can be slightly modified
by the nearby cluster implying that rT is not exactly equal to
one (observation g). Moreover, many simple defects such as
the tetra or penta vacancy [36], or the E center [13] can rotate
on themselves without diffusing, allowing to go through six
or more identical topologies in a few seconds, corresponding
to observations b and g simultaneously.
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We have shown that clusters of interstitial silicon atoms can
produce RTS signals in agreement with observations a to d.
The present calculations tend to indicate that the presence of
dopants is not necessary to generate high DC RTS, which is
also consistent with observation e. The electric field does not
play a role in our structure modification hypothesis, which is
consistent with observation f. Finally, although observation g
is likely biased by experimental time scales, it can be described
by any topology-preserving structure modification acting as an
Etbg modulator.
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Fig. 4: Top panel: Variation of the energy of the cluster along
the path ∆Q for the excited and final states. Bottom panel:
Variation of the scalar product hφi (0)|φf (Q)i along the path
∆Q.

its own trap level Et . This could imply that each switch of
the Fig. 1 only changes its own Et levels in the band gap.
with a very low probability that this level corresponds to
Etmg . However, with cross sections four orders of magnitude
higher for clusters than for point defects, a variation of Etmg
even as small as 0.01 eV can drastically modify the electron
generation rate (exponential part of the Eq. 1), thus obtaining
the difference of thousands of electrons per second between
two DCs of distinct structures (observation d). The fact that a
very small variation of Etmg is sufficient for such DC changes
implies that it is not necessary that the atomic structure change
occurs exactly on the atoms that create this trap. In fact, the
small variation in Etmg can be induced by the change in longrange elastic distortions that create the structure change of any
sufficiently close defect.
Other symmetric energy barriers: As shown in Fig. 1,
many energy barriers are possible. However, only a few of
them are symmetric: those with final-initial energy completely
zero. All the other ones have a lifetime ratio rT that is too
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